
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of quality tech. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for quality tech

Perform regular final inspection of finished LVT to ensure defects are
identified and correctly labeled
Conduct quality control testing for each production run periodic testing for
ASTM certifications to include but not limited to indent and residual recovery,
weight, color, thickness, squareness, dimensional stability and layer
measurement tests
Must follow the policy and procedures for the quality management system to
ensure the accuracy of inspection and re-inspect processes
Assist manufacturing to insure that all startups and quality changes meet
quality standards as defined by the production specifications and quality
requirements
Keep quality measurement equipment in good working order
Communicate quality findings to appropriate manufacturing team members
Perform inspection and measurement of parts, components, and assemblies
within the assigned area of responsibility
Support the assigned On-road and Off-road product lines with prompt
problem identification and resolution using the established model
Initiate RMO’s and notify the production supervisor(s) when non-conforming
materials are found
Develop, or assist in the development or improvement of clear, concise
inspection procedures to save time, prevent production of defective product,
or in any other way improve the quality level of product

Example of Quality Tech Job Description
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Must be able to stand for at least 4 hours at a time
Must be able to walk, bend, stoop, twist, reach with hands and arms several
times a shift
Must be able to communicate with multiple departments including
Active involvement in process improvement initiatives
Keep work area clean, safe and in orderly fashion
Comply with all safety policies, procedure, and practices


